Compact Lighting Ltd. designs and
manufactures a complete range of products
to create premium lighting solutions for Retail,
Hospitality and Display environments. From
our state of the art, purpose-built factory in
Portsmouth, we supply lighting solutions to
many of the UK’s top retailers for both local
and international outlets.
Established in 1991, Compact Lighting is
a wholly-owned subsidiary of one of the
UK’s most exciting and successful lighting
manufacturing groups, the blue-chip

FW Thorpe PLC, founded itself in 1936.
For this showroom we took our comprehensive
product portfolio and teamed up with Desso,
a world leader in commercial carpets and
flooring, to provide lighting solutions for their
showroom in Clerkenwell, London.
For this project, we also worked with partner
manufacturers, including Philips, Form,
Nomique Seating, Egger and Fusion to help
provide a modern multi-functional space
showcasing all the partners’ products.

The benefits of LED
Our lighting solutions in the Desso showroom
are LED. There are many benefits to using LED
technology. We explore the top five here:
1. Longer life

LED solutions often last much longer than traditional
lamps, meaning they are cost effective thanks to fewer
refits and less maintenance.

2. Energy efficient

LED solutions generally use less power consumption
than traditional lamps, saving both money and the
environment.

3. Environmentally friendly

LEDs contain no harmful environmental pollutants like
lead or mercury and are easily recyclable.

4. Safer

With reduced heat output, LED solutions are a lot safer
to use. Additionally a lower heat output reduces the
workload of air conditioning systems, increasing energy
savings even more.

5. Colour changing

Modules containing different coloured LEDs (typically
red, green and blue) can be tuned to a huge range
of colours and easily dimmed, giving you reliability and
increased flexibility to achieve bespoke solutions for the
most discerning application needs.

To find out how LED lighting can benefit your
business, please contact us:
T +44 2392 652999 F +44 2392 653053
sales@compact-lighting.co.uk

The suspended HiBar over the bar acts as
a great feature light.

Downstairs, the flush recessed HiBar fills the
space with ambient lighting to keep with
the clean design.

Our suspended Colourbright Pendant
has a medium sized form factor and is
complete with integrated frosted glass
and post anodised reflectory coating,
creating a low glare impression.

Our MiNA Circle is our standard recessed
spotlight. Ideal for any application with its
subtle size and great output.

Our suspended MiNA Gimbal allows for
more flexibility than a recessed MiNA
whilst still giving a fantastic, directional
output.

Our Scope, seen here as a recessed
solution but also available on track and
surface mounted, offers real versatility
and can be fully recessed as a downlight
or extruded as a directional spotlight.

Our recessed F4 offers a broadspread
distribution from a large form factor
downlighter. With an unimposing design it
is ideal for ambient lighting.

Our track and surface mounted
Pitch spotlight is adjustable to fit any
application and available with vertical
and horizontal gear housing.

The Ambit is a great ambient downlighter
for any application, especially offices.
Seen here paired with our recessed
Scopes to highlight Desso’s sample tiles.
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